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GHG-201: City Profile 
 

Profile: Anytown, USA  
  
Anytown, USA is a medium-sized U.S. City with a strong public commitment to addressing climate change. The 
city has been tracking and publicly reporting greenhouse gas emissions since 2008 for its government 
operations and has set a 30% reduction target by 2020 off their 2008 baseline for scope 1 and scope 2 
emissions for just city government operations.  The city government purchases RECs to mitigate GHGs from 
50% of its electricity and recently began sourcing half of its electricity directly from a large-scale renewables 
project.  Anytown has completed its first community-wide inventory for 2016 as part of a commitment to the 
Global Covenant of Mayors, but has not community-wide target.  
  
Anytown is a rapidly growing city experiencing an influx of new young residents and many major 
redevelopment projects.  This is putting strain on the city’s lower income residents due to a decrease of 
affordable housing and neighborhood gentrification. The City’s primary landfill and waste water treatment 
plant are both located outside the City and are operated by a regional utility.  The City does have a small 
regional airport located within the city and does serve as a regional bus and rail transportation hub, but has no 
major ports.    
  
There is a strong city culture of sustainability, including university, resident and business engagement 
programs. However, while the mayor is supportive, the core city team who has lead the sustainability efforts 
has all retired or moved on within the last year and the city council is more conservative with a business first 
attitude.   
  
The City does not operate a municipal utility, has no utility generation within the city, and is in a deregulated 
market allowing consumer choice for electricity suppliers.   Stationary energy use in buildings is the largest 
emission source city-wide.  A recent building energy program initiated by the city has experienced fits and 
starts. While new buildings are encouraged to be LEED certified and meet heightened performance standards, 
they are still new and therefore add additional energy use to the city profile, albeit relatively efficient energy 
use. Existing buildings are old an inefficient and not currently being addressed by the building energy program, 
and making progress on developing a program to address this has experienced exceedingly slow progress 
which has been exacerbated by the city staff turnover. No building energy goals have been set as there is a 
risk and fear of them going unrealized. The opportunity to contract energy services companies has been 
explored but remains a source of vast untapped cost-effective efficiency potential. 
 
Transportation is the second largest emission source of the city, however with good public transit options and 
new development projects creating neighborhoods where people live and work, the recent trend has shown a 
decline in travel, combined with improving vehicle efficiency, emissions are expected to decrease.  Mitigating 
all emissions further and more quickly would require an effort of subsidizing transit and disincentivizing car 
travel. However, many of the lower income neighborhoods are outside the transit corridors and still rely 
heavily on car travel to get to and from work, making disincentives for car travel a politically sensitive issue.  


